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ABSTRACT
Software engineering has been striving for years to improve
the practice of software development and maintenance. Doc-
umentation has long been prominent on the list of recom-
mended practices to improve development and help main-
tenance. Recently however, agile methods started to shake
this view, arguing that the goal of the game is to produce
software and that documentation is only useful as long as it
helps to reach this goal.
On the other hand, in the re-engineering field, people wish

they could re-document useful legacy software so that they
may continue maintain them or migrate them to new plat-
form.
In these two case, a crucial question arises: “How much

documentation is enough?” In this article, we present the
results of a survey of software maintainers to try to establish
what documentation artifacts are the most useful to them.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.0 [Software Engineering]: General; D.2.7 [Software
Engineering]: Distribution, Maintenance, and Enhance-
ment—Documentation

General Terms
software system documentation, empirical study, software
maintenance, program understanding

1. INTRODUCTION
Among all the recommended practices in software engi-

neering, software documentation has a special place. It is
one of the oldest recommended practices and yet has been,
and continue to be, renowned for its absence (e.g. [4]).
There is no end to the stories of software systems (partic-
ularly legacy software) lacking documentation or with out-
dated documentation. For years, the importance of docu-
mentation has been stressed by educators, processes, quality
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models, etc. and despite of this we are still discussing why
it is not generally created and maintained (e.g. [11]).
The topic gained renewed interest with two recent trends:

• Agile methods question the importance of documenta-
tion as a development aid;

• The growing gap between “traditional” (e.g. COBOL)
and up-to-date technologies (e.g. OO or web-oriented)
increased the pressure to re-document legacy software.

Both issues raise a similar question: What documentation
would be most useful to software maintenance?
If they propose a renewed development paradigm, agile

methods do not bring significant changes for software main-
tenance. They do claim that permanent re-factoring turns
maintenance into a normal state of the methods. However,
they do not explain how such methods would work over ex-
tended periods of time, when a development team is sure
to disperse with the knowledge it has of the implementation
details. Documentation is still a highly relevant artifact of
software maintenance.
Legacy software re-documentation tries to remedy the de-

ficiencies of the past in terms of up-to-date documentation.
However, it is a costly activity, difficult to justify to users
because it does not bring any visible change for them (at
least in the short term).
In this paper we present a survey of software maintainers

trying to establish the importance of various documenta-
tion artifacts for maintenance. The paper is divided as fol-
lows: In Section 2, we review some basic facts about software
maintenance and its needs; in Section 3, we summarize the
relevant literature on software documentation; in Section 4,
we present the survey we conducted; and in Section 5, we
comment the result of the survey.

2. SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE
Maintenance is traditionally defined as any modification

made on a system after its delivery. Studies show that soft-
ware maintenance is, by far, the predominant activity in
software engineering (90% of the total cost of a typical soft-
ware [17, 21]). It is needed to keep software systems up-
to-date and useful: Any software system reflects the world
within which it operates, when this world changes, the soft-
ware needs to change accordingly. Lehman’s first law of
software evolution (law of continuing change, [13]) is that
“a program that is used undergoes continual change or be-
comes progressively less useful”. Maintenance is mandatory,
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one simply cannot ignore new laws or new functionality in-
troduced by a concurrent. Programs must also be adapted
to new computers (with better performances) or new oper-
ational systems.
One of the main problems that affect software mainte-

nance is the lack of up-to-date documentation. Because of
this, maintainers must often work from the source code to
the exclusion of any other source of information. For ex-
ample, a study (see [15, p.475], [17, p.35]) reports that from
40% to 60% of the maintenance activity is spent on studying
the software to understand it and how the planned modifi-
cation may be implemented.
To lessen this problem, organizations try to re-document

their software systems, but this is a costly operation that
would benefit from a clear indication of the software docu-
ments to focus on.

3. SOFTWARE DOCUMENTATION

3.1 Documentation needs
A software document may be described as any artifact in-

tended to communicate information on the software system
[7]. This communication is aimed at human readers.
According to Ambler [2], software documentation responds

to three necessities: (i) contractual; (ii) support a software
development project by allowing team members to gradually
conceive the solution to be implemented, and (iii) allow a
software development team to communicate implementation
details across time to the maintenance team.
Documentation typically suffers from the following prob-

lems: nonexistent or of poor quality [19, 5, 10]; out-dated
[25, 24, 18, 22, 7]; over abundant and without a definite
objective [7, 14]; difficult to access (for example when the
documents are scattered on various computers or in differ-
ent formats: text, diagrams) [24]; lack of interest from the
programmers [17, p.45], [9, 23]; and, difficult to standardize,
due, for example, to project specificities [16, 9].
Recently, agile methods proposed an approach to software

development that mostly eliminated the necessity of docu-
mentation as an helper for software development. Using in-
formal communication (between developers and with user),
code standardization, or collectivization of the code, agile
methods propose to realize the communication necessary to
a software development project on an informal level. This
ultimately can greatly reduce the need for documentation
in the development of software. However, agile methods do
not remove the need for documentation as a communication
tool through time, that allow developers to communicate
important information on a system to future maintainers.

3.2 Documentation for Maintenance
Better defining what document(s) software maintainers

need has already been considered in other studies.

• Tilley in [25, 24]) stresses the importance of a doc-
ument describing the hierarchical architecture of the
system.

• Cioch et al. [6] differentiate four stages of experience
(from new comer, the first day of work; to expert, af-
ter some years of work on a system). For each stage,
they propose different documents: new-comers need a
short general view of the system; apprentices need the

system architecture; interns need task oriented doc-
uments such as requirement description, process de-
scription, examples, step by step instructions; finally,
experts need low level documentation as well as re-
quirement description, and design specification.

• Rajlich [20] proposes a re-documentation tool that al-
lows to gather the following information: notes on the
application domain, dependencies among classes, de-
tailed description of a class’ methods.

• Ambler [2] recommends documenting the design deci-
sions, and a general view of the design: requirements,
business rules, architecture, etc.

• In a workshop organized by Thomas and Tilley at SIG-
Doc 2001, they state that “no one really knows what
sort of documentation is truly useful to software engi-
neers to aid system understanding” [22].

• Forward and Lethbridge [7], in their survey of man-
agers and developers, found the specification docu-
ments to be the most consulted whereas quality and
low level documents are the least consulted.

• Grubb and Takang [8, pp.103-106], identify some in-
formation needs of maintainers according to their ac-
tivities. Few specific documents are listed. Managers
needs decision support information such as the size of
the system, cost of the modification. Analysts need
to understand the application domain, the require-
ments and have a global view of the system. Designers
need architectural understanding (functional compo-
nents and how they interact) and detailed design in-
formation (algorithms, data structures). Finally pro-
grammers need a detailed understanding of the source
code as well as an higher level view (similar to the
architectural view).

• Anquetil et al. [3], present a re-documentation tool
to partially automate a re-documentation process fo-
cusing on the following information: high level view
(with description of requirements), data model, cross
references between functionalities, functions, and data,
business rules, subsystems description and interaction,
and comments.

• Finally, according to Teles [1, p.212], the documents
that should be generated at the end of an XP project
are: histories, tests, data model, class model, business
process description, user manual, and project minutes.

One conclusion that we may draw from this short review is
that system architecture is an important document for soft-
ware maintenance (cited by Tilley, Cioch, Ambler, Grubb
and Takang, and Anquetil et al.). We will see in the results
of our survey do not concur with this proposal.

4. SURVEYS
To establish the relative importance of various documen-

tation artifacts to help software maintainers understand a
system, we realized two surveys: first, we asked software
maintainers to rate the importance of the documentation
artifacts in helping them understand a system; second, we
asked software maintainers to indicate what documentation
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artifact(s) they had used to gain understanding on a soft-
ware they just finished maintaining.
Both surveys give slightly different results. The first one

is based on subjective opinion of the maintainers, whereas
the second, although objective, is limited to the scope of the
specific maintenances performed on specific systems.

4.1 Survey on opinion of maintainers
In this first survey, we distributed a questionnaire to soft-

ware maintainers asking them to rate the importance of var-
ious documentation artifacts in helping understanding a sys-
tem maintained. The questionnaire was available on paper
and on the Internet1. The selection of the subjects was
done by convenience (one of the author is a working soft-
ware engineer and used his list of contacts) on a voluntary
and anonymous basis. Subjects are from various parts of
Brazil. Seventy-six (76) software maintainers answered the
questionnaire over a period of 6 months (July to December
2004). The web page remains available and answers continue
to come in (at a low rate however).
The questionnaire is composed of two parts. The first

part is a characterization of the subject: Position (manager,
analyst, or programmer); Experience in maintenance (1-3
years, 3-5 years, 5-10 years, >10 years); Experience in num-
ber of systems already maintained (1 to 5, 6 to 10, 11 to 20,
more than 20); and, Known approaches (structured anal-
ysis2, object-orientation). The subject could also indicate
his-her email (optional) in case s-he wished to receive the
results of the survey.
The second part asked the subject to answer the follow-

ing question for a list of document artifacts: “Based on
your practical experience, indicate what importance each
documentation artifact have, in the activity of understand-
ing a software to be maintained”. Four levels of impor-
tance where proposed: 1=“no importance”, 2=“little im-
portance”, 3=“important”, and 4=“very important”. The
subjects could also indicate that they did not know the ar-
tifact.
The documentation artifacts were divided by activities of

a typical development process, discriminating for each activ-
ity artifacts specific to the structured analysis (e.g. context
diagram), object-orientation (based on the RUP, e.g. use
case diagram), or both (e.g. Entity-Relationship Model).
The complete list of 34 artifacts, as they were presented in
the questionnaire is the following:

Requirement elicitation:

Structured analysis: (1) requirements list, (2) con-
text diagram, (3) requirement description.

Object-oriented: (4) vision document, (5) use case
diagram.

Structured and OO: (6) conceptual data model, (7)
glossary.

1http://www.clb.triall.com.br/sergio.cozzetti/ (in Por-
tuguese)
2It is our experience that, prior to the USDP and the UML,
different countries had different “universal” development
method. In Brazil, all software engineers usually know a
technique called “structured analysis”, in France it would
be the “Merise method”, etc.

Analysis:

Structured analysis: (8) functions derived from the
requirements, (9) hierarchical function diagram,
(10) data flow diagram.

Object-oriented: (11) use cases specifications, (12)
class diagram, (13) activity diagram, (14) sequence
diagram, (15) state diagram.

Structured and OO: (16) non functional prototype,
(17) logical data diagram (MER), (18) data dic-
tionary.

Design:

Structured analysis: (19) architectural model, (20)
general transaction diagram, (21) components
specification.

Object-oriented: (22) collaboration diagram, (23)
components diagram, (24) distribution diagram.

Structured and OO: (25) physical data model, (26)
functional prototype.

Coding:

Structured and OO: (27) comments in source code,
(28) source code

Test:

Structured and OO: (29) unitary test plan, (30) sys-
tem test plan, (31) acceptance test plan.

Transition:

Structured and OO: (32) data migration plan, (33)
transition plan, (34) user manual.

The results of this survey are presented and commented
in Section 5.

4.2 Survey on the use of documentation
In this second survey, we distributed a questionnaire to

software maintainers asking them to indicate, at the end of
a maintenance project, what documentation artifacts they
had used to understand the system maintained. The ques-
tionnaire was distributed on paper to allow the same person
to answer it for various maintenance projects (doing so on
the Internet would have required an identification scheme
to relate together the various answers of a given subject).
The questionnaire allowed one subject to answer up to eight
times (eight different maintenance projects). The selection
of the subjects was done by convenience on a voluntary and
anonymous basis. No effort was applied to select the same
subjects as in the first survey, some maintainers actually an-
swered both surveys, other only the first or only the second.
Subjects are from various parts of Brazil. We obtained 237
answers (maintenance projects) from 52 subjects.
Again, the questionnaire has a first, characterization part,

and a second part with the documentation artifacts.
The first part included characterization of the subject and

of the system maintained. For the subject characteriza-
tion, the questions were: Email to send the result of the
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survey (optional); Experience in maintenance (1-3 years, 3-
5 years, 5-10 years, >10 years); Experience with the sys-
tem maintained (1-3 months, 3-6 months, 6-12 months, >12
months). For the system characterization, we used the work
of Kitchenham et al. [12]: Application domain (e.g. bank,
teaching, ...); Size of the maintenance team (1 person, one
team, several teams); System’s age (<1 year, 1-2 years, 3-
5 years, >5 years); System’s maturity (recently developed -
mostly corrective maintenance, growing - corrective and evo-
lutive maintenance, stabilized - few corrective and mostly
evolutive maintenance, phasing out - new product being de-
veloped); Documentation quality (complete? - yes/no, up-
to-date? - yes/no, readable? - yes/no); Approach (struc-
tured analysis, object-orientation); Maintenance type real-
ized during the survey (corrective, evolutive); Is the system
maintained using a defined maintenance process? (yes/no)
The second part of the questionnaire listed the same doc-

umentation artifacts as in the first survey, asking whether
the artifact existed (for the system maintained) and if so,
whether the maintainer used it to understand the system
during the maintenance project. One difference with the
first survey is that we designed two questionnaires, one for
the structured analysis (24 documentation artifacts), and
one for object-orientation (25 documentation artifacts).
The documentation artifact were divided by activities of

a typical development process as already explained in the
preceding section.

5. SURVEYS RESULTS

5.1 Survey on opinion of maintainers
As explained in the preceding section, the first survey

tried to establish which documents, software maintainers
judged more important to help understand a system. The
subjects of the first survey proved to be heterogeneous. We
have no data on the characterization of the total population
of software maintainers (neither at large nor in Brazil) to
compare it with the observed population.

Position: total=76, manager=20 (26%), analyst=48 (63%),
programmer=5 (7%), and 3 consultants (4%). This
shows a population biased toward the “higher levels”
of the profession. However, one must also consider
that many programmers are actually called analyst /
programmer, or sometimes junior analyst, which may
distort the characterization.

Known approach: total=76, structured=22 (29%), OO=6
(8%), both=48 (63%). We were surprised by the high
quantity of software engineers who declared knowing
object-orientation (63+8=71%), but it may only re-
flects the popularity of the RUP and UML rather than
actual OO programming.

Experience (years): total=76, 1-3 years=17 (22%), 3-5
years=19 (25%), 5-10 years=17 (22%), >10 years=23
(31%). The experience is evenly distributed.

Experience (number of systems maintained): total=
76, 1-5=26 (34%), 6-10=15 (20%), 11-20=15 (20%),
>20=20 (26%). Again the experience in number of
system maintained is evenly distributed.

Table 5.1 give the result of the first survey for structured
analysis and object-orientation. The results are ranked in

decreasing order of importance (percentage of “very impor-
tant” among all those who know the artifact). For each
approach, the number of subject considered includes only
those that answered for this approach (70 for structured
and 54 for object-oriented).
The results seem to indicate that, in the opinion of soft-

ware maintainers:

• In general, the two approaches give coherent results.

• the two most important artifacts are the source code
and the comments it contains. This result was ex-
pected.

• Data models ranked high in both approaches with a
preference for the logical data model (structured anal-
ysis: 3rd, 4th, and 9th; object-orientation: 3rd, 4th,
5th, and 12th).

• Non technical, user-point-of-view, artifacts such as the
requirements (or use cases), acceptance test plan or
user manual fared well too (structured analysis: 5th,
6th, 7th, and 11th; object-orientation: 6th, 7th, 8th,
and 11th).

• The various test plans also received relatively good
marks although less so in the object-orientation (struc-
tured analysis: 6th, 10th and 13th; object-orientation:
8th, 13th, and 15th).

• A big surprise to us was that general views of the sys-
tem (e.g. architectural model, vision document) are
not highly praised (structured analysis: 18th, 19th,
and 23rd; object-orientation: 18th, 22nd, 24th).

Overall, and merging the two approaches on the opinion
of software maintainers, the most important documentation
artifacts to help understanding a system prior to maintain-
ing it seem to be: source code and comments, a data model
(whether it is logical, physical or class diagram), and infor-
mation about the requirements (requirement list/description,
use case diagram/description, acceptance tests).

5.2 Survey on the use of documentation
The second survey studied the actual use of documenta-

tion artifacts to understand a system under maintenance.
One goal of this second survey was to get more objective
results not merely based on maintainers’ opinion.
As already noted, we got answers from 54 maintainers per-

forming 237 maintenances, an average of 4.5 maintenances
by maintainer. The maximum was 8 maintenances for a
given maintainer (maximum allowed by the questionnaire)
and the minimum 1 maintenance for a given maintainer.
For the characterization of the subject maintainers, we

have the following results:

Maintenance experience: total=52, 1-3 years=17 (33%),
3-5 years=8 (15%), 5-10 years=11 (21%), >10 years=
16 (31%). The experience in maintenance is evenly
distributed.

System experience: total=54, 0-3 months=14 (26%), 3-6
months=8 (15%), 6-12 months=11 (20%), >12 months
=21 (39%). Again the experience in the system main-
tained is evenly distributed.
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Table 1: Importance of documentation artifacts for the structured analysis paradigm (according to 70 software
maintainers) and for object-orientation (according to 54 software maintainers). The second to last column
give the percentage of “very important” notes among maintainers that knew the documentation artifact (i.e.
total minus last column).

Structured analysis Important % very Does not
rank artifact no little yes very important known

1 Source code 0 0 5 63 92.6% 2
2 Comments 0 4 11 54 78.2% 1
3 Logical data model (MER) 0 3 14 50 74.6% 3
4 Physical data model 0 1 24 42 62.6% 3
5 Requirement description 3 7 28 41 59.4% 1
6 Acceptance test plan 6 8 16 34 53.1% 6
7 Requirement list 6 9 17 36 52.9% 2
8 Data dictionary 1 10 24 31 46.9% 4
9 Conceptual data model 4 7 25 29 44.6% 5
10 System test plan 4 10 23 29 43.9% 4
11 User manual 6 8 23 29 43.9% 4
12 Implantation plan 5 7 27 28 41.7% 3
13 Unitary test plan 5 12 22 25 39.0% 6
14 Data migration plan 6 10 25 23 35.9% 6
15 Data flow diagram 5 11 29 23 33.8% 2
16 Functional prototype 7 12 24 21 32.8% 6
17 Component specification 4 10 32 19 29.2% 5
18 Architectural model 5 15 26 18 28.1% 6
19 Context diagram 4 25 21 17 25.3% 3
20 Hierarchical function diagram 5 15 30 15 23.0% 5
21 Glossary 4 21 26 15 22.7% 4
22 Functions derived from requirements 4 17 21 12 22.2% 16
23 General transaction diagram 5 14 25 11 20.0% 15
24 Non functional prototype 8 13 29 12 19.3% 8

object-orientation Important % very Does not
rank artifacts no little yes very important known

1 Source code 0 0 3 50 94.3% 1
2 Comments 0 4 9 41 75.9% 0
3 Logical data model (MER) 0 3 12 38 71.6% 1
4 Class diagram 0 2 18 33 62.6% 1
5 Physical data model 0 2 19 32 60.3% 1
6 Use case diagram 0 5 17 31 58.4% 1
7 Use case specification 1 3 21 26 50.9% 3
8 Acceptance test plan 2 8 15 25 50.0% 4
9 Data dictionary 1 8 19 24 46.1% 2
10 Implantation plan 2 9 18 23 44.2% 2
11 User manual 3 8 19 23 43.3% 1
12 Conceptual data model 2 5 22 22 43.1% 3
13 Unitary test plan 1 10 19 19 38.7% 5
14 Data migration plan 3 9 18 19 38.7% 5
15 System test plan 1 9 22 20 38.4% 2
16 Sequence diagram 0 5 30 18 33.9% 1
17 Activity diagram 3 7 27 15 28.8% 2
18 Vision document 2 10 23 13 27.0% 6
19 Functional prototype 6 13 19 14 26.9% 2
20 Non functional prototype 6 10 22 11 22.4% 5
21 Glossary 3 13 25 11 21.1% 2
22 Component diagram 5 9 28 8 16.0% 4
23 State diagram 6 14 23 7 14.0% 4
24 Distribution diagram 5 15 26 3 6.1% 5
25 Collaboration diagram 6 14 28 1 2.0% 5
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The characterization of the subject systems may be di-
vided in responses per questionnaire (or per maintainer) and
responses per maintenance. In the first group, we have a
maximum of 52 responses:

Team size: total=51, one person=5 (10%), one team=40
(78%), several teams=6 (12%). Not all respondants
answered this question. A large majority of those who
responded indicate a medium sized team (one team).

System age: total=50, <1 year=3 (6%), 1-2 years=12 (24
%), 3-5 years=24 (48%), >5 years=11 (22%). The ma-
jority of systems are relatively old (3 years and more)
and should qualified as legacy systems.

System maturity: total=51, recently developed=3 (6%),
growing=32 (64%), stabilized=14 (27%), phase out=2
(4%). Most of the systems are still growing, which in-
dicates systems still under regular use for which many
new requirements need to be implemented (and cor-
rected).

Documentation quality:

Completeness: total=51, complete=14 (27%), not
complete=37 (73%).

Actuality: total=51, up-to-date=17 (33%), out-of-
date=34 (67%).

Readability: total=51, readable=41 (80%), unread-
able=10 (20%).

The quality of the documentation is as could be ex-
pected: generally incomplete and out-of-date.

Defined process: total=50, no process=15 (30%), with
process=35 (70%). There are more maintenances per-
formed with a defined process than we expected, but
4 respondents did not answer this question.

For per maintenance characterization of the systems, we
have:

Used approach: total=237, structured analysis=142 (60%),
object-orientation=95 (40%). These numbers corre-
spond better than the first survey to what we expected
with a larger number of structured systems.

Maintenance type: total=237, corrective=64 (27%), evo-
lutive=125 (53%), both=48 (20%). Since one main-
tainer could record various maintenance in the same
questionnaire, there are 48 answers for which we don’t
know if they were corrective or evolutive. Note that a
higher number of evolutive maintenance was expected,
since literature (e.g. [17]) indicates an average of only
20% of corrective maintenance.

Table 5.2 give the results of the second survey for both
approaches:

• The two approaches seem to show more difference be-
tween themselves than in the first survey.

• Again, there is no surprise with the presence of source
code and comments in the most used artifacts (both
approaches: 1st and 3rd). However it is interesting to
see that, although still the most used, they are much
less used in the object-orientation (61% and 66%) than
in the structured analysis (71% and 95%).

• As for the first survey, the test plans are well used,
mainly for the structured analysis paradigm (struc-
tured analysis: 2nd, 5th, and 10th; object-orientation:
6th, 10th, and 16th).

• The data models lost the importance they had in the
first survey (structured analysis: 6th, 8th, and 20th;
object-orientation: 4th, 9th, 11th, and 22nd).

• The user-point-of-view artifacts are more scattered this
time with a preference for the detailed specification of
the requirements (or use cases) (structured analysis:
4th, 10th, 14th, and 17th; object-orientation: 5th, 8th,
16th, and 20th).

• Finally, the little necessity of a general view of the
system seems partly confirmed (structured analysis:
13th, 22nd, and 23rd; object-orientation: 15th, 18th,
and 25th)

A summary of both approaches is more difficult in this
second survey since they differ more. We will neverthe-
less outline the presence among the most used artifacts of:
source code and comments, unitary test plan, requirement
(or use case) description, data model (logical or physical).
Among the differences, we may cite the importance of the
system test plan and components specification only for the
structured analysis paradigm, and the functional and non
functional prototypes only for object-orientation.
Overall, the two surveys confirm the overwhelming impor-

tance of the source code and comments as documentation ar-
tifacts to help understand a system to maintain. Data mod-
els (mainly logical and physical) and a description of the re-
quirements (or use case) are also two items that were highly
rated and used. To our surprise, documentation artifacts
offering a general view of a system (prominently the archi-
tectural model) were neither well rated nor much used. This
goes against common belief or other studies as presented in
section 3. We have no definite answer yet on why our sur-
vey differs from others (e.g. Forward and Lethbridge). A
possible explanation would be the difference in population
characterization.

6. CONCLUSION
Software documentation has long been a much discussed

topic in software engineering. Although it has always been
heralded as an important aid to software development and
maintenance, it is notoriously absent or out-dated in many
legacy software.
Recently, agile methods have shaken a bit the traditional

view of software documentation, proposing a development
model that rely more on informal communication than on
documentation. We explained, however, that this model
does not suit software maintenance which still has great need
for documentation.
An old question arose then to identify the documentation

artifacts most important to help software maintainers. We
conducted two surveys among software maintainers to try
to settle this issue. In the first survey, the maintainers were
asked what artifacts they though important or not, in the
second, they were asked what artifacts they had actually
used. In both surveys the subject population was hetero-
geneous and, although we have no data to prove it, seems
representative of the broad community of software maintain-
ers.
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Table 2: Actual use of documentation artifacts
for 142 maintenances with the structured anal-
ysis paradigm and 95 maintenances with object-
orientation. The documentation artifacts are sorted
in decreasing order of percentage of use.

structured analysis Exist Used
artifact # %

1 Source code 142 135 95.1%
2 Unitary test plan 96 72 75.0%
3 Comments 140 100 71.4%
4 Requirement description 111 66 59.5%
5 System test plan 59 35 59.3%
6 Logical data model (MER) 128 72 56.3%
7 Component specification 67 35 52.2%
8 Physical data model 127 61 48.0%
9 Implantation plan 82 37 45.1%
10 Acceptance test plan 77 34 44.2%
11 Data dictionary 85 37 43.5%
12 Functions derived from requir. 29 11 37.9%
13 General transaction diagram 32 12 37.5%
14 User manual 131 48 36.6%
15 Hierarchical functions diagram 39 14 35.9%
16 Data flow diagram 51 17 33.3%
17 Requirement list 78 25 32.1%
18 Functional prototype 51 13 25.5%
19 Data migration plan 49 12 24.5%
20 Conceptual data model 82 19 23.2%
21 Non functional prototype 56 10 17.9%
22 Architectural model 72 8 11.1%
23 Context diagram 68 7 10.3%
24 Glossary 50 5 10.0%

object-orientation Exist Used
artifact # %

1 Source code 95 63 66.3%
2 Non functional prototype 43 27 62.8%
3 Comments 81 50 61.7%
4 Logical data model (MER) 85 45 52.9%
5 Use case specification 87 43 49.4%
6 Unitary test plan 72 33 45.8%
7 Functional prototype 59 27 45.8%
8 Use case diagram 87 38 43.7%
9 Physical data model 83 35 42.2%
10 System test plan 67 26 38.8%
11 Class diagram 80 31 35.4%
12 Implantation plan 48 17 33.3%
13 Activity diagram 57 19 28.9%
14 Data dictionary 76 22 28.6%
15 Component diagram 28 8 28.4%
16 Acceptance test plan 67 19 27.3%
17 Sequence diagram 77 21 27.1%
18 Vision document 59 16 26.7%
19 Glossary 60 16 21.9%
20 User manual 64 14 21.6%
21 State diagram 37 8 17.1%
22 Conceptual data model 41 7 11.1%
23 Data migration plan 27 3 9.5%
24 Collaboration diagram 50 4 8.0%
25 Distribution diagram 18 1 5.6%

The surveys confirmed that source code and comments
are the most important artifact to understand a system to
be maintained. Data model and requirement description
were other important artifacts. Surprisingly, and contrary
to what we found in the literature, architectural models and
other general view of the system are not very important.
This could simply indicate that such documentation arti-
facts are used once to have a global understanding of the
system and never consulted again after. This explanation is
based on the difference between quantity and quality: the
architectural model is little used, but could be nevertheless
important.
Further research is needed to establish whether the use

of source code and comments depends on the existence of
other documentation artifacts, whether the experience in
maintenance or in the system maintained has an impact on
the documentation used, etc.
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